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About the Unreported Publications Survey
The Digital Deposit Working Group launched this survey to gain a better understanding of who is 
finding unreported publications, how they find them, and to learn what happens after discovery of 
them. The DDWG also hoped to learn if respondents engage in this work deliberately and schedule 
time in their schedule, or if it is more passive and serendipitous. 

For the purpose of the DLC-approved Digital Deposit Pilot, including this survey, a fugitive or lost 
document was defined as a document in scope of the Superintendent of Documents’ Federal 
Depository Library Program or Cataloging and Indexing Program and is not currently discoverable 
via the Catalog of U.S. Government Publications (CGP).

The survey was in the field from July 13 – August 7, 2020, and 138 submissions were received. 

Please note that in March 2021, the Superintendent of Documents announced the replacement of 
the phrase “fugitive documents” with “unreported publications.” This was after the survey was 
conducted, thus the varying language in use with the survey and in the writing of this report.  



Where do you work?
138 Responses



What is your role / position?
136 Responses



How often do you look for fugitive 
documents?
136 Responses



Do you schedule time as part of your regular 
workflow to search for fugitive documents?
135 Responses



If yes, how much time do you allocate? 
(example: hours per week)
27 Responses



If you answered "yes" to the previous question, 
please tell us more about the tools and 
techniques you use for searching. (e.g., RSS, browser plugin, search alerts, etc.)

23 Responses



If you answered "yes" to the previous question, 
please tell us more about the tools and 
techniques you use for searching. (e.g., RSS, browser plugin, search alerts, etc.)

23 Responses
(continued)



If you learn of a fugitive document and search for 
it, but don't initially locate it, do you set reminders 
to continue looking?
119 Responses



Do you download a copy of a found 
fugitive?
125 Responses



If yes, where do you download or save 
these items? (Check all that apply)

73 Responses



Are the fugitive documents you download or 
save accessible to the public in digital form?
100 Responses



Do you print fugitive documents to include a 
physical copy in your local collection?
120 Responses



Do you submit fugitive documents to 
askGPO?
122 Responses



If you submit a fugitive to askGPO, do you watch 
the CGP to see that it's added to the system?
96 Responses



Do you ever receive notification from GPO 
that your submission is out of scope?
104 Responses



The Digital Deposit Working Group thanks all who 
completed the Unreported Publications Survey.
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